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Building & Participating in Great Communities




Our mission is to help you building a sustainable community and get recognized from your contributions.
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START YOUR OWN

Build your own community by creating a brand new group in Tapatalk

Start New
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MOBILE APP ACCESS

Activate Tapatalk mobile app access on your existing, owned & operated forums

Activate My Forum
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MIGRATING TO TAPATALK

Request a migration preview of your existing forums to Tapatalk Groups

Migrate My Forum
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Survivor Sucks
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MOST POSTS
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The L Chat 
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The Sandbox
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Bootstrapping the Reward Culture in Online Forums

Every day, Tapatalk picks some of the best discussions to reward the content creators and the participants. We believe communities are built on top of positive reinforcements. You can take part in this process too. Sending awards to others is the best way to pay it forward, and together we can build an advertisement-free online community ecosystem.
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DIAMOND AWARD





  Bad Webcomics Wiki Forums 
  ·  2 years ago 




The latest in SJW bullshitery



So... I figured I'd make a seperate thread for this - mainly to harp on whatever SJW BS I come across that I find worthy of sharing here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWMjjASidhE ...so a new ...
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https://twitter.com/RealHypnotic1/status/1776308311467442461 The hilarious thing is that ppl are mainly objecting due to her being ugly - not black, also the lady actresss has ZERO acting history to justify getting to act with that the dune guy. she's a newbie. But its a classic example of going for rage-bait to drum up attention and press
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  Perspectives 
  ·  5 days ago 




World Central Kitchen founder José Andrés criticises Israel over aid workers' deaths



World Central Kitchen (WCK) founder José Andrés says he is "heartbroken" over the deaths of aid workers in a strike by Israel - which he has urged to stop its "indiscriminate killing".  Seven of ...
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M89, going blue in the face to make this somebody else's fault: Why did aid workers have to go to Gaza in the first place? Because Hamas was stealing all the food supplies being sent in.  Hughmac Wrote: ^^^They ya go, Inky!  M89, going even bluer in the face to make this somebody else's fault: Who broke the ceasefire? Keep it up, M89, you're doing just fine!
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  Survivor Sucks 
  ·  15 years ago 




Does anyone here use Twitter? 



What are you thoughts, impressions, gripes or raves?
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https://twitter.com/pmcafrica/status/1768196320718643327 So I see a "stoned" ostrich 
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Best Groups on Tapatalk 2024 (today)










 Buckyville

 20 votes












 The Unofficial Martin Guitar Forum

 18 votes












 Veterans Benefits Network

 12 votes
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 New World Order

 11 votes
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 Survivor Sucks

 9 votes
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